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INTRODUCTION

Advertisers perenially seek more pteciSO WaVS of

Otedieting the inpact of their persuasive Selling Messages

on Customers and prcspects. Specifically, they Strive to

determine what messages will appeal MOSt to identifiable

priMarV target consumers, an early step in moving prospects

to eventual trial; initial purchase or repeat purchase;

yeti a universally acceptee approach to making such a

determination remains elusive. As they attempt to better

underStend audiences and market sagMenta, advertisers

deSign messages which often empathize With the wants, needs

and problems of people; however, Consumer behavior, though

goal-oriented and purposeful, remain§ difficult to predict

largely because of individual differences in people;

Increasingly, it seems, adVertiSerS are concerned about

identifying, reaching and persuading siyacific best

prospects. Il short, they are pressed to design the right

messages for the right audiences.

This paper will aconmplish several significant tasks.

First; it will examine appreptiate psychological concepts

and persuasion theory -- generally, recent cognitive

stability and personality and needs theory, and,

specifically, the older cOneept of personality types

espoused by Carl Jung -- propoSing a return to psychology

and persuasion theory in an attempt to take a simple

categorization of the huMan cognitive process and to study

it as a potential model for imOroving persuasion



communication in advertising. Second; it will examine more

closely the practical utility of Jung's theory, as

developed by Isabel Briggs Myers and as recently adapted

from Myers' work by David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates,

virtually an untapped research arena for advertisers and

one which offers promise for predicting the best match

advertising message to audience; Third; it will propose a

theory combining cognitive stability approaches, foaturing

Jungian categorization as a cornerstone; because.inherent

in this approach is the need of the human mind for

cognitive stability as well as the drive of the individUal

to categorize experiences; Fourth, it will reveal tegUltS

of a two-phase pilot study designed to test thiS theory,

and it will discuss implications of these findings for

advertisers.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Throughout Western culture, man seems tO be dtiVen by

two constant forces: the need to categoriZe and the need to

realize that individuals are different. Only in thiS

century has the notion been accepted that people are

motivated by the same drives, that personalities are formed

(or warped) by common experiences and that all seek

self-actualization. The Greek8 had theories of differing

personalities and; since then, scientists have combined

this multiple motivation theory with the compulSion to

categorize them into typeS, whether by Astrological forces

or by bodily humours.
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Communications researchers have sustained a

clearly-defined body of Work attempting to understand human

cognition and motivation. AccOrding tb M,Auire (36), about

5 percent of the 25;000 books ahd articles summarized in

Psychological Abstracts each year doal direttlY with

communication effects Oh attitudes and audiences. He said

that an annotated bibliography of the persuasion literature

was publfshed (31) Which liats over 7,000 books and

articles, though reatritted largely to recent and applied

studies (36). Yet, MCGuite noted that the social and

behavioral sciences are still at a rather primitive stage

of theoriZing (36).

Cognit-i-weStab-ilityTiveo y

MUch of the recent research into persuasion theory

(47, 56) has in common th;.. notion that thoughts; beliefs,

attitudes and behavior tend to organize themselves in

meaningf 1 ways (56).

McCUire (36) segments cognitive stability theory into

fOilt "families," two of which are relevant to this study:

consistency theory and categorization theory, Consistency

theory, extremely popular in the 1960s, is founded upon the

concept of the individual's necessity to maintain an

equilibrium based upon thought rather than upon feeling.

The earliest theories of Heider (20; 1) and others (9, 41)

were fairly simple models of balance or imbalance. A

second approach; the congruence theory as proposed by

Osgood and Tannenbaum (42) and as explainjd as a principle
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of cognitive interaction by others (50), was concerned with

moving away from stability toward resolution in order to

restore equilibrium; They explained that "changes in

evaluation are always in the direction of incieased

congruity with the existing frame of reference (42: 43)."

McGuire's own explanation for the second "famiIy;"

categorization theory, is of a second class of dynamic

theories depicting the individual submerged in a sea of

stimuli from the internal and external environments; acting

like a filing clerk striving to cope with the stimulation

overload by sorting incoming information among existing

cognitive categories. This concept has been popular from

the turn of the century to current structuralists (e.g.

Levi-Strauss and Plaget). It was a popular form of

persuasive communication theorizing during the pre-World

War II decade; These theories suggest that persuasion

involves not so much changing one's attitude or behavior

toward a given stimulus object but rather changing one's

perception of what is the stimulus object about which one

is expressing one's attitude (36).

Personality and Needs Theory

Advertising research seems to have rejected the

cognitive stability approach in faVor of the affeetive

theories; most notably those psychological approaches used

in the affective growth areas made popUlar by MasloW (33)

and Packard (43); The impact of both Gestalt a d

Freudian-dominated psychology iS clear in the uSe by

py
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Marketing researchers of such classic psychological toOlS

as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory or the

Thematic Apperception Test; which are used On potential

consumers; as well a in-depth intervieWS Whibh at tiMes

approach classic Freudian analysis. Behind thiS APOreach,

according to Larson, ay thre,e aSSUMptitinS: "Fir§t; they

assumed nat people don't always ktioW What theY want When

they make a purchase. Second, they ASSuMed that yOU Cannot

rely on what people say they like and dislike. Finally,

they assumed that peop7e do not act logically or rationally

(30: 119)"

However; mass persuaderS 81:e nbt Able to accept

tctally illogical aUdiente, flit then there would be no

consistent way to predibt behAVior. Thus, advertising

researchers have attempted to establish categories for

consumers based upon wants and needs. Many studies have

used personal4ty variable§ in attempting to explain

consumer diffeienteS And to link human traits with product

appeals (32, 44, 53). Thotigh Some researchers acknowledge

limited success with gaining broad-based agreement on

defining personality (45) and With establishing strong

relationships between personality and purchase behavior

(13, 19), many admit that personality is an important

marketing variable in buyer behavior (10, 13, 27; 46; 51).

Although there is a strong feeling that personality

Cah provide insight into lifestyle elements (19) and could

prove a uSeful variable in analyzing behavtor (29), it has



proven far more difficult to categOrite persbnality than

lifestyle; although the former. WoUld SeeM the more critic 1

factor, for personality itself "is Mere deép=Seated than

lifestyle since personality variables reflett consistent:

enduring patterns of behavior (3: 266)." "The prevalent

view....is that (personality research) tay proVide some

insight into how consumers differ in theit...respOnse to

AdvertisLig appeals (52: 78)." Britt bartieS this view

still further; writing that; "while pergenality

characteristics differ considerably among indiVidUals, if

communicator is aware of the personality SiMilarities among

members of his target audience, he b:in de-Sign his messages

for maximum perceiving. The perSonality of the individual

always will be a larger determinant of his actions than any

other aspect (4: 179)."

Although Pot all attempts to segment markets on the

basis of personality SiMilarities and/or differences have

been successful (45), there are Instances where such

analyses have h-..!lped tO exploit the development of products

and to devise appealS fer a Variety of products which td

to play on personality differences in prospects. For

example; in the 1950S, effort§ were made to segment

automobile buyers on the basis of personality differences

(15), but even mote SUcteSSful segmentation strategies were

later developed, based on Personality traits; for

categories like weMen'S böSmetics, liquor; cigarettes and

insurance (55). TraitS Such as sociability, autonomy,
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telf=cOnfidence; dominance, order; adaptability and

affiliation (23) commonly have been used. A classic tate

from the 1970s it the profiling of four personality types

of beet cit'inkett by drinking pattern and age group (1).

Defined, fOr instance; as specifically as "the dynamic

organizatiOn with:r the individual of those psychophytical

systems that determine his characteristic behaviot and

thought (2: 28)" or as broadly as "characteristics that

make the person what he or she is and distingUith each

individual from every other individual (14: 3),"

personality remains a valid realm of investigation for

persuaders in general and adv:.3.tisers in particular.

4ungHi-a41Typology Theory

Although Jungian personality type theoty hag found

wide acceptance in many fields, including educatiOn (34),

business, religion, the health profettiont, counseling and

consulting, it has been virtually unexplored in advertising

(11, 12, 24);

Jung (26) posited that people are diffetent in

fundamental ways; even though they all haVe tiMilat

internal instincts (none more important than another but

preference for how we "function" of contidetaole

importdace). Preference for a given "fUnctiO " it

characteristic: thus; people may be "typed" by this

preference, resulting in Jung's funttion Or OtYbhological

types. In fact, one of the two ditentitiht of Jungian

typology is how a person apprehends internal and external

10
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stimuli (feur functions of intuition; sensation, thinking

and feeling, plus two attitudes of extraversion and

introversion)(16). Jung's typology is often misunderstood

and oVerSimOlified, though Jung himself valued his type

theory "for the objective reason that it offers a system of

comparison and orientatiOn (25: 94)."

Jung said neither that a person is one or the other of

any tslpe pait hot that a person (lees not c'iange in the

extent of preference for One or the other over time.

Rather, one generally is a "type" to some degree, but the

preference for that "function" may Strengthen or weaken.

The personality differences concern the way

individuals prefer to perceive and make judgmenis (37).

The four functions, together with the two attitudes and

with perception and judgment, form the baSis for Myers'

four bipolar pairs of type preferences (from which is

possible 16 unique personality typeS, Considering one or

the other of each pair). As described by Myers, they are:

Extraversion (E)/Introversionfil-÷
The relative intrest in the outer and inner worlds.
The extravert is more involved with the outer world of
people and things, and the introvert'S main interests
are in the Inner world of concepts and ideas.

Sensation (S)/Intuition (N):
The preferred way of perceiving.
Sensing is the method of becoming awaee of_things
directly through the five senses, arR; intuition iS
indirect_perception by way of the unconscious,
incorporating ideas or associations that the
unconscious ;:acks onto perceptions coming from the
outside:

Thinking (T ) / FILf_LLYIL_LELL
The preferred way of coming to ,:oacluSions._
Thinking is a logical process, aimed at an imperSonal

1 :1
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finding. Feeling is process by Way of apOreCiation
equally reasonable in its fashion -- beStowing on
things a personal subjective value.

ludgment /J)/Perception (P):
The method of dealing_with the world_atbUnd US.
An individual will use_the judgment fUnetiOn_tO Shut
off perception; to achieve closure and tO end a
situation: Perception_is used to Maintain aii_inOut of
ideas or information or to retain an Open Mind.

Partly because of the dominance Of FreUdian theory in

the mid-20th century, Jungian type thebry was rather

neglected until the work of Katherine C. Briggs and her

daughter; Isabel Briggs Myers, who deVeloPed a measuring

instrument for type by teSting more than 5,000 medical

students and 10,000 nurses, despite the hostility of the

psychological establishment (37). The result of their

years of research is the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator or

MBTT (38, 39), a tool for identifYing 16 different patterns

of action (40) whose type categories appear to b

ath,quately reliable for AdOlt samples (7, 8) and an example

of persofiality thebry instruments "which measure different

combinations Of traitS. Since these scales prOvide

quantitative scores, they lend themselves to marketing

analysis and experimentation (511 170)." The MBTI created

internatiOnal interest in the theory of personality

typology and reVived interest in Jung's theory of

psychologicOl types. BUt it also revived interest in the

ancient theory of four temperaments (indicated by

HippocrateS Centuries ago and more recently by Sprenger).

"The MBTI...and the supporting research stemming from

its development expanded and clarified Jung's theory that

12
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seemingly random variation in human behavior iS not really

due to chance; it is in fact the logibal result of basic

Observable and even measurable differenteS in riA.Ltal

functioning (48: 216)." Further; "These basit differences

con-cern the way people use their perceiving proceSSet

become aware of people, things; occurrenceS, Or ideas and

the way they use their judging processet to coin& to

ConClUsions about what has been perceived. Since the two

together -- perception and judgment are -central to a

person's mental activity; they determine, tin a great

ektent, that person's overt behavior (49: 140)."

Keirsey and Bates Temperament-§-

Psychologists David Keirsey and Marilyn Bate:. (28)

support Jung's theory of psycholOgibal tYpes and the MBTI;

but they propose a somewhat different interpretation of the

manner in which the preferred function§ operate together to

effect behavior.

Because they support the otincept that people are

different and that being different is positive; they say

that human growth oCcUr8 by differentiation rather than by

integration; thereby SUbOrdinating the concE)t of "function

type" to the concept of "teMperament." Although they

acknowledge that Jung'S behaVior descriptions have great

predictive value; they aSSert that teMperament, determined

by consistency in personal attiOnS theoretically observable

from an early age, "detertineS behavior because behavior is

the instrument for getting uS what we must have (28: 30),"

13
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It "places a signature or thumbprint on eaCh of ene'§

actions; making it recognizably one's own (28: 27)."

For the most part; recent research Support§ the

Keirsey and Bates approach (22, 35). Ware And YekeMoto

(54) agree that their type deStriptions, like Myers', have

considerable validity in the eyeS Of re§Oendent§ themselves

in their study of undergraduate pSyChOlogY Students.

Hoffman and Betkouski (22) tectitmend their grouping of

temperament style preferenCOS A§ One of three models that

should be considered by teSearCherS. And, although Guzie

and Guzie (18) belieVe that the 16 MBTI types cannot be

reorganized into fOur "teMperaments," which is not what

Keirsey and Beteg did, MC-Carley and Carskadon (35), in an

extensive StUdy of both the Keirsey and Bates and the MBTI

type description eleMentS, feund that, in general, elements

of tho KeitSey And Bate§ type descriptions are as likely to

be perCeiVed A§ ACcUrate (or inaccurate) as those of Myers

Symbolized bY figures in Greek mythology, the four

temperaments are:

L-D-4-e-n-y-sians (SP: Sensing Perceivers):
Approximately 38 percent of the population
These are mcitivated by freedom and_action; They value
joy and release. They live for and enjoy the
present._ TheY lead energetic; spontaneous lifestyles
and may bebethe easily bored with routine; They may
seem restleSS And impulsive to other temperaments; but
they operate well In high-risk, emergency situations.
They tend to be super-realists.

-E-p-ime-theen-sJSJ: Sensing JudgersU
Approximately 38 percent of the population.
These are motivated by duty and responsibility. They
value belonging and usefulness. They need to work and
feel obligated to social and other units (family,
church, company, commuhity, etc.). They may be

14
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considered conservative_by_some and_serious by others,
but they tend to be Stabilizing influences, taking
care of unnecessary detailt ignored by other
temperaments

Prometheans (NT: Intuitkv-Thinke-r-s)l
Approximately 12 percent of the populatiob.
These are motivated_by power_and knowledge. They
value science and theory. _They seek to understanC
control; predict and explain phenomena. They want to
know everything, they covet intelligence, and they can
be perfectionists. Logical communicators, they demand
high standards and may be considered tense, compulsive
and arrogant, oblivious to others' emotions.

A ollonians NF: -Intultive-FeelersLL_
Approximately 12_perteht of_the Population.
These are motivated by tpitit and unity. They value
ethics and relationships. They_seek the
possibilities, peace, beauty and important causes.
They strongly believe in people and purpose in life;
thus, they_can_help others communicate honestly and
openly. They_tend to_be_dramatic and romantic and may
seem naive and unrealistic; but they keep searching
for deeper meanings, new insights and personal
identity.

THEORY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE CONGRUENCE

As t e message sent by the advertiser must appear

congruent with the receiver's perception of the object's

(product or serViCe) typei the authors propose a theory of

congruence not unlike much of the earlier work on cognitive

stability and categorization but suggest that one of the

chief methodS by which the individual categorizes many

objects is linked tO the Jungian theory of type. In other

words, a subject may consider object X not only from a

purely evaluative stance as negative/positive; or

favorable/unfavorable, but also as belonging to a

personality type, sAhether from some intrinsic

characteriStic or from the way the object has been

positioned in the Subject's mind. For instance, a sports
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car carrieS the image of the exciting SP; the IBM-PC

suggests the Scientific NT; the United Way the dutiful SJ,

and a guru ur Self-actualization movement the spirit-driven

NF.

The theory of OSYChological type congruence (FigUre 1)

proposes that A Conflict between the receiver'S perception

of an objett'S intrinsic or positioned type and

persuader's portrayal of the object as a different type

creates an imbalance in the receiver. Stated more

succintly, the receiver will prefer a pregentation where

the type Of the object is congruent with hiS oWn perception

of that object's typ

-Figure 1: Model of Psychological Type caativeiv; Theary

Receiver (NF) Dominant Cue (NF) MESSAGE (NF) Dominant Cue (NF) Receiver (SP)

Pre-Existing Category (SP) o Category
-Existing Ca egory (NE) No Category

4,
+ Reaction

W17)
/'*Si40.

(Other)

Category Created

Reaction

`11
_REJECT

Other ues Categor; Change SP/SR

ACCEPT RE JEcT ACCEPT REJECT REJECT

Reaction

_RE/Ear

Other Cues Category Change SP/SR Reaction - Reaction
fel# CZ \S-I

ACCEPT REJECT ACCEPT REJECT REJLT ACCEPT REJECT

Category Change Se' 'SR

REJECT

Category_ Created

(NF) (Other)

Other Cues

REJECTACCEPT ACCEPT

P-4-1:6-t St-11(1y

Implicit in this theory is the Atoptance that many

prodUCts and services either intrinSicAlly possess a type

or can be positioned by the perSUAder to be representative

Of the type. In assigning bile bt mOre type characteristics

to a product or advertisement, the following key word

1 6

REJECT
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descriptors were chosen for Illustration from Keirsey and

Bates:

Diuhys-tan Typ-e-4-ST-):
Freedom, action, enjoyment, live for now, impulsive,
restless, exciting, compulsive, crisis-oriented,
endurance, strength, boldness, optimism, cheerful,
charming, witty, colorful, spontaneous, play ethic

Epimethe-am-TypejSJI:
Useful, dutiful, must belong, responsible, giver,
caretaker, nurturer, par-.ntal, obligated, pessimistic,
conservative, resistant to swift change, traditional .

desire for hierarchy, heritage important, home-oriented

Promethean Type -(--INTh
Intelligent,_self-critical, eXatting,_demanding,
perfectionist, fear of failure, verbally parsimonious,
work-driven, resistant to emotion, focus on future,
need to understand and control nature, competence

Apol-lonian-fN-F+±
Intuitive. feeling, Self-actualization drive, search
for subtleties and metaphors, sense of mission, sees
good in others, hard to know, visionary, passion for
creativity, what might be, romantic, spirit-driven

Advertisers and their products or services can either

possess a type by their very nature or by their positioning

cigarettes have variously been portrayed as SP (the

Marlboro Man), SJ ("Catch the Salem Spirit"), NT ("a

millimeter longer") or even NF ("You've Come a Long Way,

Baby"). In the case of cigarettes, however, the current

perception of the product, combined with the Surgeon

General's warning, suggests that smoking has become more

clearly an SP, i.e. danger-filled, action.

Methodology

The utility of this psychological type congruence

theory was tested on a series of advertisements. Students

in advertising and public relations classes at two

17
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universities were trained in the theory Of typeS ahd were

asked to classify 50 advertisements, cheSen at rahdom from

magazines; as to their dominant type. FOrty pertent of the

ads demonstrated a single dominant type (uSing an

intercoder agreement of 70 perteht a8 the cht=eff), 30

percent showee a moderately attehg primary type with

secondary type, while the retainder were classified as

"mixed types," Meahifig, far eXaMOle, that the headline was

a different type ftOM the .JodY bepy. An example of a mixed

type would be a Polateid ad which urged readers to "Give a

great Polaroid gift thiS ChriStMaS" (an SJ message, replete

with tradition, giving, SentiMent) ahd Which stressed in

body copy the technological AdvantageS of the "high-surge

Polapulse."

The authort atshMed that each major part of a message

delivers a "bue" aS to the type of the product as it is

poi.ttoyed; ih SoMe cases, the art is the dominant cue;

Others the headline, but rarely, it seems, is it the body

belay. The "cue" enters the cognitive system of the

rebeiver and reacts with a previous categorization; if

there iS ho bategerization, the receiver must create one

baSed Upen the the.

When conflitt occurs (if, for example; the dominant

cue iS NT, but the pre-existent category is SP); the

teteiver is fated with the problem of reducing dissonance

(17). He haS SeVeral alternatives: he can examine other

elementt of the ad for cues more consistent with his own

18
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categorization, and consider any congruent cue as dominant,

or he can change his own categorization of the product; or

he can reject the message outright by selective perception

or selective retention.

This led us to two primary research questions:

1. Would the congruence of the type'of an ad and the

type of the product increase recall of the ad?

2: Would the domiaance of the congri!ent cue increase

recall of the ad?

A panel was selected from graduate students in a

persuasion class who had received extensive training in the

background and application of type theory. They were given

15 advertisements selected from two editions of Whith-Ad

Pulled Best? (5, 6), which feature matched paitS Of adS for

the same product and the results of selected research

methods to measure recall, awareness, persuasion and/or

amount of copy read. The various tests had been conducteJ

by Gallup and Robinson Magazine Impact Research Service

(MIRS), Starch or ReadeX, Inb.

Using typo descriptors drawn from Keirsey and Bates.

students were asked to determine what type (or types) they

perceived the product in the ad to be and then to determine

the type of t 0 ad aS A Whole (i.e. "total concept"). They

then voted on which ad DID pull beat.

The theory of congruence worked in every case,

although the Sample Size WAS too small to demonstrate

19
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siinificance. The following example illustrates the
process. The ad in question was ior the World Book

Encyclopedia (Appendix A) , a prOdubt the panel perceived of

as a split tYpe -- NT (for the faCtual material) and SJ

(since it it typically purchated bY dutiful parents).

The panel agreed thPc the dominant cue in Ad A war; NT;

the attessment was reported to have been made as a reSult

of key Words in the headline ("encyclopedia," "factS") and

the Scient.Ific illustration. The panel considered the ad

secondarily SJ ("give" in the headline and; though of less

importance, the body copi Stressing study and the

traditiOnal benefits the reader could give the child).

FOr Ad B; the pane7. agreed that the art and headline

combined to give a strong cue of NF (the concept Of a

bOOk't taking one beyond the moon being distinCtly NF),

feeling reinforced by the first half of the body boOy. By

the time the 53 message in the last two paragraphs reached

the Panel, they had already categorized it as NF.

Which ad pulled bett? As a model, the situation can

be represented thus:_

Figure_2Warld Book EilCyclopedia

Object: encyclopedia = knowledge, duty to family

(NT, SJ)

Starch Scores (Women)

Noted 18% Noted 34%
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The second example is for DeBeers Diamond AnniVerSary

Ring (Appendix B), ads where the copy was minimal and

similar but the visual images drastiCally different. The

panel concurred that, while a diamond Might haVe certain SP

characteristics; the cu r. for the prOdUtt waS the

"anniversary ring;" a strong SJ cOntept. The copy

offered few; if any; cues for the panel, but they were

struck by the art and were in agreeMent that the older

couple, casually dressed; in a lbVing, familial, alMost

non-sensual situation, was strongly SJ, While the glamorous

pair; younger, more physically attrattiVe, in a more

blatantly sexual sitUation, fit the hedonistic image of the

SP: For the panel, the SJ OtieS of "anniversary" and

"marriage" were not enough to overcome the dissonance, and

they actively disliked Ad B:

Figure_fleBeers Diamond Anniversary Ring

Adb.

annivesary
ring sex,

excitement,

glamor
SP--

Ad A:
anniversary
ing - love,
family;

Object: annivergary ring = tradition, family

(SJ)

Gallup and Robinson StbreS

Recall PNR 6% Recall PNR 13%

21
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In the third example; the intrinsic type rot the

JehSen C-r Stereo system (Appendix C) was not imindiately

ObVibuS, SO the panel examined the two possible

pOSitiOnings for such a product: the linkage Of tar

SpeAkerS with fun; speed; excitement; all SP cOnCeOtS; or

the linkage to the technology involved and Scientific

innovation, NT. To decide what the aUdience perception of

the product might be; the panel cOnSidered the placement:

Ad A ran in Cosmopolitan, and Ad B tan in People Neit:,er

magazine is aimed at NTs, and it Was aSSUMed that tne SP

concept of the stereo would be Mere legibal in magazines

which feature glamor; sex; the fat track and pacesetters;

The panel agreed that the copy WAS Cle8rly NT for both

ads; although Ad B featured some "hot" Words to describe

comparatively mundane attributeS: "150 sizzling

watts...torrid 80 watts.... B t the panel reported that

the copy; though long, was not B major cue for them;

rather; it was a combination of the headline and the art:

The portrayal of the Wealthy, beautiful woman walking away

from a Rolls; saying te her Waiting chauffer; 'Bring Around

the Nova; Peter. It h88 the JenSen," exerting power and

exuding sex; cued them tO code this ad SP. The drafting

table and the careful plAng With the cue words of "design"

and "digital ready" in the other ad (headlined "Designed to

be the car stereo claSSic!" fit easily into the NT mold:

22



Figure 4: Jensen Car Stereo

M B:
stereo.clesign,
science;
tethnology

NT

Ad A: stereo-
gIamor; power

( Science a:;

secondary)
NT,SP

Object: stereo = fun, glamor, power

(SP)

Gallup and Robinson Scores

Recall PNR 6% Recall PNR 16%

20

The Process was repeated for each ad The panel wa.t;

Overloaded with intuitive (N) types; which resulted in a

cUrious pheneAlcaon. In every case except one, at leaSt one

itidiVidiial (occasionally the majority) wcoild reject the

model and select the ed where the elements wore hOt in

tOngtuence, simply because of a "feeling" that their -choice

was bette-:' for some reason they could not define. Eabh

time they were confident that, in this case, the theorY

WOuld not hold. They also were wrong.

Implirations

The occasional failure of the panel'S itithition and

the success of the theory as a pr_Aictive Model is

heartening, but this pilot study is, of b-oute, hot

Significant. The authors intend to pui,ue the theory With

more testing and exprimiltation but contend that the

cdriCept of type congruence is solid enough to be conSidered

when designing campaigns.
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Type congruence enters intO a campaign in a numher of

ways. Audience:: seem to respond to Appeals to which they

can relate, and isolating a market by type !s rcilatively

Simple, since 30 years of resoarCh has defined occupations,

lifestyles, media habits and other variables which attract

thSproporionate percentages of types.

These resiAts suggest that SiMply changing a part of

an advertising campaign to appeal to a.different type may

not be enough to improve recall and achieve the campaign's

goals; One ad in the study was designed to seII IBM

computers as NF products by positioning the product as a

way to unleash creatiVity and potential. If the product is

still seen as NT, a 8ihgle ad Will not alter the image.

There still must be a Strong NT cue in the ad to reduce

potential dissnnance.

The concept of pOtitioning has helped advertisers

define images of their products and services, or how

prospects view theM, and this can be of use solving

problems of congrUente.

Persuaders can use variations on the panel t..onCept, or

even more StrUctdred focus groups, to assess which tOpy or

approach might "pull best" with a representative type

sampling of the aUdience. The copy which tugs at the NF

authors' own heart-stringS might appear verbose to the SP

banker. On the other hand, the parsimonious writing style

of the NT might bore the NF but communicate effectively to

the engineer.

24
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Application

The L.ost reliable and valid Method of applying the

theory of t:ipes to a situatiOn woUld, of course, be to

employ a consultant experieneed in tpe theory (use of the

MBTI is restrlotEd to indiVidUalS trained in the

methodology and ethic8 of W:Sonality testing). For

those with-.,tit the budget tit MOWato , the aethors

recommend Myers' book. Gift8 jitfe-r-ing, for a solid

grounding in type theory, ot the KOirSey and Bates Nor ,

with Keirsey's Temperament Sorter included for

self-evaluation.

The self-knowledge al-One -c&n be valuable btr.:., combined

with the insight intO the Personality type differences of

audiences, the appliCation of type theory can be one of the

most effective methods of conflict resolution available.

The ultimate virtue of Jung's type theory is its

non-jUdgmental nature; individuals differ; but there is no

greater value in being an SP than in being an NF. T e key

iS in understanding each other.
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Comptete text of advertisement

APPEND .X A

2 8

Introducing World Book 13

The eneycbpedia written especially for students. To
answer their questions about sea shells am! s-ert
Popcorn and pop art. Peace pipes, paramecia, and
prehistoric man.

The encyclogedut that_puts facts and figures at their
fin3ertips. But more important; encoutages deeper
study and investigation.

Because it's designed to stimulate their imaginations
with meaningful artieles and illustrations. To help
them develop their own unique abilities with special
projects. And prompt them to discover new areas of
interest with reading and study guides in the Research
Guide/Index.

That's probably why World Book is the encyc-
lopedia that outsells all the others. And why it's the
one that belongs in your home.
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Cfn_p_n kita_text of advertisement

It can take him to Mars, Jupiter,
Venus . . . to the sun itself.

It can take him through the Milky Way . . . to stars
that pulsate, eclipse, explode.

It can take him anywhere he wants_to go.
Because World Book takes your child into a wodd

that knows no limits. The world of knowledge and
learning.

It gives him a current, accurate source of informa-
tion for major fields of study. Stimulates his imagina-
tion with interesting articles and illustrations. And just
as important; with the reading and study guides in its
Research Guide/Index, it encourages deeper study and
investigation.

Comprehensively written. Easily understood. World
Book is designed especially for the student . . to
ruisWer his questions about the known. And help him
go on to challenge the unknown.
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APPENDIX C

A

Ouadraxit four-way cte stereo
speaker system.
When It canes to car audio, some
people are impressed with lights
they csn sen or buttons they can
touch. But if it's the sounds you hear
that matter most, youll appreciate
the Jensen Ouadrax® four-way
speaker system.

It not only covers bo:s frequencies
With it 6 x 9' Woofer, backed by a
powerful 20 ounce magnet and a
high temperature 1' vace coll. It also
delivers crisp, clear highs at the top
etid of the spectrum With a fine
Jensen r piezoelectric tweeter. And
there's more.

Two midrange drivers

=1111111.11

The techrfacigical evokition in sound
continues. Ws invented the first car
sOaaker more then 50 years ago and
then we invented the legendary
Triax0 car stereo speaker system.
Now we have designed the state-
Of-the-art car stereo speaker fa
today's music requirements. The new
Jensen CMUTc Triax car stereo
speaker system.

Dettiriad kr Performance
Each speakor hindkti 150 sizzling
watts of mak power with a torrid 80
w;lts RMS. Designed fre use with
taloa car stereo components and
the new hTgh definition digital record-
ings. Yet so efficieut, you get plenty
of volume out of a standard car radio.

Desighed for realism
The 40-25000 Hz frequesmy re-
sponse means you'il hear el the
music. The new unitized array and
tuned pad ring improve response so

3 0

The Ouadrax has two separate driv-
ers to define the upper and lower
midrange signals._ where most vocals
are repreduted. The result is a
cleaner, more realistic sound across
the entire midrange.

And the Ouadrax handles power su-
perbly, to push that sound even
further-55 watts per speakerand
delivers a staggering 1C3dB sound
pressure level.

At Jensen, It's not Innovation unkns
it improves sound performance. And
we refused to make a four-way
veaker system until it could make a
difference in what you ham

The Ouadrax does. Give it a listen. It
could be a very moving experience.

you get all the dynamic range in to-
day's music. The bets is more clear
than ever before and the new
midrange and tweeter allow a
smoother blending of music than
you've ever experienced.

Designed for endurance
A classic stands the test of time. So
whether you invest in the most ad-
vance.4 audio components or explore
the digital word of compact disc,
Classic Triax will handle it with un-
paralleled fidelitytoday, tomorrow,
and years from now.

Designed for smiles
Emotion should never be uricieresti-
mated. And you'll smile every time
you listen. This soUnd is that glicid.
In the final analysis yzAir sound sys-
tem is only u coed as your apelik-
ers. If your speakers can't play it all,
you won't hear it WI: So dOn't buy
backwards. Speakers firstand
begin with a Classid


